FireSmart Academy
How to Build: FireSmart Forest Fire Models

FireSmart Forest Fire Models are designed to replicate the behaviour of fire as it moves through an older
spruce or fir forest. These models can be used as a teaching aid when explaining the merits of community
FireSmart and used to explain different treatment options. They are flexible and can be used to emulate a
variety of scenarios (see below). Currently there are two options for bases: original and permanent.

Base Types
Original Model
 loose sand
 flexible patterns
 difficult clean-up
 travels poorly

Permanent Model
 hardened sand
 fixed patterns
 easy clean-up
 travels well

1. Original Model
Using loose sand as a base increases the flexibility of the model, trees can be placed anywhere, moved and
adjusted much more easily than the permanent base. This version of the models is quick, simple, and flexible in
set-up and would best be used for teaching scenarios that see students creating their own forest treatments.
One of the challenges associated with the Original Models is transportability. Due to the large particles and
shifting nature of sand, models transported end up having to be fixed or rebuilt. One of the additional
challenges is clean-up.
2. Permanent Model
The Permanent Base model uses a sand-cornstarch combination to create a hard base. For educators
delivering programs in a variety of locations or even a large number or programs, it is more valuable and
efficient to have a base that is permanent, easy to clean, easy to set-up and re-usable.

Building FireSmart Forest Fire Models – Continued
How to Build FireSmart Forest Fire Models
Materials for Trees
green paper
paper cutter or scissors
stapler
head-less matchsticks or equivalent

Trees Materials

Headless Matchsticks

Materials for Undergrowth
dryer lint
cotton balls
head-less matchsticks
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Undergrowth Materials

Building FireSmart Forest Fire Models – Continued
How to Make: Trees
1. Cut green paper into
 Full-length Trees: 5 x 3.65cm (2 x 1½ in) rectangles.
 Pruned Trees: 3.75 x 2.5cm (1½ x 1 in) rectangles.

2. Grip upper right corner of rectangle with thumb and forefinger.

3. Wrap paper around thumb as shown.

4. Align edges of paper.
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5. Staple top, ensuring all layers are captured.

Full-length Trees
2 x 1 ½ inch

Pruned Trees
1 ½ x 1 inch

Building FireSmart Forest Fire Models – Continued
How To Make: Permanent Base
Materials for 2 9x13 bases at 2 cm depth
6 cups sand (dark or playground sand is recommended)
3 cups cornstarch
1 ½ – 2 c of water
1 large mixing bowl
1 spoon for stirring
2 9x 13 baking pans
Method 1 vs Method 2
In Method 1 the headless matchsticks need to be removed right
after coming out of the oven, prior to cooling. Sometimes, sticks can
get stuck. With Method 2: there is a risk of fracture. These holes can
be added at any time. Overcooking will increase the risk of fracture.

Permanent Base Materials

Additional Materials Method 1 – Bake in
50-60 headless matchsticks
Additional Materials Method 2 - Hammer
1 nail – similar diameter to matchsticks
1 hammer
Directions – Permanent Bases

1. Move oven racks to lowest available.
2. Preheat oven to 250oF.
3. Add 6 cups sand and 3 cups cornstarch into bowl. Mix until even.
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4. Add 1 ½ cups water and stir.
 Mixture should stick together without excess water, you should
be able to mix and mold it with your hands.
 If your mixture is too dry, slowly add more water.
 If your mixture is too wet, add more sand.
 Caution: sand is very absorbent, only add small amounts of
sand at a time and mix thoroughly.
 The type of sand used will make a difference in the amount of
water required. Playground sand absorbs less water than white
sand.

Cornstarch and Sand Mixture

Mixture with Water

Building FireSmart Forest Fire Models – Continued

5. When mixture is complete, put enough mixture in pan to achieve
desired thickness.
6. Spread smooth with the back of a spoon or hands.

Separate and Spread into Pans
Instructions for Method 1
7. Add matchsticks where you would like to have trees prior to
baking. Because of the low temperature in the oven, the headless matchsticks will not ignite.
8. Place on lowest rack and bake for 20 minutes.
 Depending on the thickness of the mixture, it may need up to
20 more minutes.
 Mixture is “cooked” when it is dry in appearance and firm to
the touch.
 Over cooking can result in fractures.

“Trees” Added Prior to Baking

9. Remove matchsticks while pan still warm.

Instructions for Method 2

Baked Base, Some Trees Removed

7. Place on lowest rack and bake for 20 minutes.
 Depending on the thickness of the mixture, it may need up to
20 more minutes.
 Mixture is “cooked” when it is dry in appearance and firm to
the touch.
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8. Remove pan from oven and allow to cool.
9. When cooled use a nail to make holes for trees at desired
density.
 I like 50-60 trees per pan for untreated forest and 32-40 trees
per pan for treated forest.

Mixture “baked” with Nail Making Hole
for Trees

Building FireSmart Forest Fire Models – Continued
How to Finish Forest Fire Models – Permanent Base
1. Place 1 matchstick in each hole

Matchstick Prior to Undergrowth

2. Cover the ground in a light layer of dryer lint.
 Dryer lint needs to be stretched and pulled apart to increase
the available surface for the fire to burn.
Thin Layer of Undergrowth

3. Place cones on matchsticks to imitate desired density and tree
types.

Untreated forest with community

Untreated into treated forest, 9x13 pan
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4. Add match sticks to represent downed trees.

Untreated Forest Completed

Building FireSmart Forest Fire Models – Continued
How to Make: Original Base
Materials For Original Base
1 – baking pan
enough sand to fill pan to 1 cm from top

Materials for Original Base
Materials Waxed String Optional

Directions for Original Base
1. Fill the pans with sand to 1 cm from the top

Pan Filled with Sand

How to Finish Forest Fire Models – Original Base
2. Cover the ground in a light layer of dryer lint.
 Dryer lint needs to be stretched and pulled apart to increase
the available surface for the fire to burn.
Undergrowth Added Before Trees

3. Place matchsticks in natural gaps in the undergrowth. Arrange
according to desired density and forest type.
 Try to avoid causing the dryer lint to pucker around the base of
the matchsticks.
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Trees Added After Undergrowth

Building FireSmart Forest Fire Models – Continued

4. Place cones on matchsticks to imitate desired density and tree
types.

Untreated forest with community

5. Add match sticks to represent downed trees.

Untreated into treated forest, 9x13 pan
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Untreated Forest Completed

Building FireSmart Forest Fire Models – Continued

Forest Types
Untreated Forest

Treated Forest

 50-60 standing
trees/9x13 pan
 full undergrowth
 downed trees
 full-length trees

 32-40 standing
trees/9x13 pan
 cleared/light
undergrowth
 pruned trees

a) Un-treated forest
Mimicking an untreated forest requires replicating: ground cover, tree types and tree density.

For a 9 x 13 pan: a density of 50-60 trees is desirable.
Spruce or fir trees are represented using large paper cones that reach the undergrowth layer of the forest.
3. deciduous/standing
dead
1. undergrowth
2. random tree spacing

4. downed logs
1. Undergrowth is mimicked through the use of dryer lint and cotton balls. Both of these ground covers
need to be pulled to create a thin layer that has multiple rough surfaces for the fire to attach to. Cotton
burns very quickly and should be used sparingly.
2. Try to avoid evenly spaced trees, place untreated trees at random, clumping trees together to achieve
a realistic forest scenario.
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3. Leave some matchsticks cone-less to emulate either deciduous trees or standing dead.

4. Added forest materials including downed logs can be added by placing matchsticks around the trees.

Building FireSmart Forest Fire Models – Continued
b) Treated Forest
Mimicking a treated forest requires replicating thinning techniques and pruning.

Treated Forest

For a 9x13 pan a density of 34-40 trees is desirable.
1. pruned trees
3.

undergrowth – thin
and sparse

2. even tree spacing

1. Pruning is achieved by using a shorter paper cone than in the untreated forest.
2. Thinning can be represented by deliberate spacing of trees and by reducing the number of trees.
Because the trees are ‘treated’ even spacing has more accuracy.
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3. You can place a very thin partial layer of cotton in your treated forest to mimic the regrowth that
naturally occurs. Because cotton burns rapidly, any spotting that does occur should not ignite the trees,
it will just burn the undergrowth.

Building FireSmart Forest Fire Models – Continued

Recommendations
Transition
Have an un-treated forest transition into a treated forest, this allows for a comparison of differences, and
shows that the entire forest does not need to be FireSmart for the principles to work.

Un-treated Forest

Treated Forest

Experiment Before Presenting
To best achieve your desired effect build and test a few models before presenting. Make changes based on
your observations.

Less is More
Do not add too much dryer lint or cotton. When there is too much dryer lint or it is too thick it does not ignite
or burn well. Cotton burns rapidly and should not be used excessively. In addition, adding too many trees can
cause over enthusiastic fires.
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Note: spaces between the dryer lint.
Consider the Conditions
Forest Fire Models are usually ignited outdoors. As such, weather, primarily wind may affect how your model
burns. Be sure to place the model so that the wind will push the fire forwards. This may cause some spotting in
the treated forest but spacing should prevent the entire treated forest from igniting.

Building FireSmart Forest Fire Models – Continued

Variations
Add Waxed Cord and Candle to Increase Fire Strength
The original FireSmart Forest Fire Models included waxed cotton cord tied to a candle at the ignition point that
weaved under the undergrowth. This gave the fire an easy ignition and caused the undergrowth to burn more
thoroughly.
With the Permanent Base System, to allow the candle to be hidden below the undergrowth, a hole will need to
be added prior to baking. This can be achieved by removing the metal casing from the tealight and pushing the
casing into the base prior to baking.

Untreated Model With Waxed String

Untreated Model Without Waxed String

Experiment with the Treated Zone
Use the FireSmart Forest Fire Models to imitate a multitude of treatments including fire breaks, comparison of
deciduous and coniferous forest and regrowth of understory. You can also compare the differences that tree
density makes in treated forests and add a slope to compare burn rates.
Experiment with Dominant Tree Species
The suggested model imitates a mature coniferous forest with very few deciduous trees. Try adding deciduous
trees in clumps or imitating fire in a predominately deciduous forest or even in a mixed-wood forest. This
should emulate the increased flammable nature of coniferous trees.
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Model with Deciduous Forest

Building FireSmart Forest Fire Models – Continued

Add Houses or a Community
Add small plastic houses to the models to represent a community. With smaller models, try adding a couple of
‘acreage’ homes instead of entire communities, the effect is the same. The plastic of the houses can be
compared to vinyl. This adds an extra element of reality to the purpose and importance of FireSmart in
protecting communities.

Community in Untreated Forest

Houses Following Simulated Wildfire

Add a Source Location
The original model design included a tea-light candle with broken matchsticks representing a campfire, a
source for the forest fire. The same effect can be achieved with a thin stretched piece of cotton-ball under
broken match sticks. The cotton ignites quickly and easily and will readily spread the fire to the forest beyond.
This can be an added lesson of a ‘run-away campfire’ scenario. If wanting to emulate a lightning strike, use
cotton without the matchstick campfire.
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Candle With Waxed Cord

Candle Campfire

Cotton-ball Campfire

Building FireSmart Forest Fire Models – Continued

Instructions for Waxed String Option
Added Waxed String Materials
1m - cotton string
1 – flexible measuring tape
1 – white candle
1 – tea-light candle

Directions for Waxed String Option
6. Using the measuring tape, create a zig-zag pattern over the
length of the pan.
7. Record the measurement.
8. Cut cotton string to this length

4. Light the large candle.
5. When there is a good amount of melted wax, blow out the
candle
6. Put the length of string in the melted wax. Be sure to cover
entire length.
7. Use your thumb and forefinger to wipe of excess wax.

Measuring Length for String

String in Melted Wax
8. Bury the tea-light in the sand in the middle of the width near
one end of the pan (see photo). Be sure that the wick is above
the sand level.
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Tealight About to be Buried

Building FireSmart Forest Fire Models – Continued

9. Tie the waxed string onto the exposed wick.
Waxed String Tied to Wick

9. Wind the string along the sand under where un-treated forest
will be.
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Un-treated Forest Un-treated into
Treated Forest
String Placed on Sand

